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 If you're looking for information on the anime One Piece Review, then you're in the right place! The anime One Piece Review
is a comprehensive website about the anime series One Piece Review. One Piece Review is updated daily with the latest news

about the anime One Piece Review, including media reviews, and a special The Movie Review. One Piece Recap. A recap OVA
summarizing the ten-year TV series up to the Impel Down arc. Synopsis A recap OVA summarizing the ten-year TV series up to

the Impel Down arc. The world is running out of resources. All resources have been consumed by the growing demand for
energy. One Piece also has to deal with war. With war looming in the horizon, a new nemesis is emerging, an evil man by the
name of "Vichu". Episodes Review One Piece Review counts four episodes (26) for the recap OVA. So, the anime One Piece

Recap is made up of four episodes. 01. The Blade Who Devoured the Dragon’s Blood (1-26) Vichu’s pirates are spreading their
evil plan all around the world. The monster sensation “Vichu” has to destroy the world in order to protect it and save the one he
loves. Vichu opens a Pandora’s Box in order to destroy the world, but Luffy and the others must stop him before it is too late.

Storyline Vichu, a top 5 villain, starts to disturb the peace of the world. At the same time, Vichu is spreading an evil plan on the
world. He has the intention to destroy the world and save his one he loves, G-O-D. Vichu intends to kill the Seven Kings of the 7
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S-Class Pirates (A Raccoon, a Lampshade, an Arm, a Scimitar, a Iron Mask, a Reaver, and a Steam Punk). Then, Vichu’s pirates
will be the true rulers of the world. Episode: The Blade Who Devoured the Dragon’s Blood Original Work: One Piece Aired:

11/06/2011 - 18/06/2011 22 min. Story: Monkey D. Luffy (Rampage in Blood) Themes: War, Violence Rating: TV-14
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